A smart way for talking with proteins; proteomics

Abstract
Proteomics is the large-scale analysis of proteins, contributing for understanding of gene function. Functional genomics, proteomics, and even metabolomics are the footsteps of genomics that are useful tool to expand of our knowledge on the biological hierarchy of the transcription, translation, and production of small molecules. However, proteomics is a method for assessing the wide range of information such as the structure, expression, localization, biochemical activity, interactions, post-translational modifications and cellular roles of proteins following protein isolation, digestion and mass spectrometry. Proteomics, as a significant post-genomic tool in the field of science, allows researchers to decipher underlying molecular mechanisms behind different metabolic pathways. Proteomics studies are mostly based on protein identification as using mainly bottom-up approaches such as DDA or MudPIT methods as examples of shotgun proteomics techniques. By using the high throughput mass spectrometer technology, huge output data of peptide spectra has been generated. And this increasing data day by day is able to be analyzed by using wide range of bioinformatics tools and the results or raw data has been storage and shared on publicly available databases. From point of this view, in this review analysis of proteins will be summarized considering our knowledge of biology and bioinformatics.

Introduction
Proteomics is a rapidly tool to identify proteins and map their interactions in a cellular context and detailed study of proteins on a genome-wide scale as a key technology. These studies relies on dates back to the late 1970s to build databases of proteins using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, the term “proteomics” was first introduced in 1995 and defined as the large-scale characterization of the entire protein complement of a cell, tissue, or organism.

Today, two different definitions of proteomics are used; the first one is restricting wide range analysis of gene products to only protein studies that is more classical definition. The second one combines protein studies with analyses that is the large-scale study of proteins, usually by biochemical methods. A proteomics studies can be divided into the three main steps:

i. The isolation of proteins from a cell line, tissue, or organism.

ii. The acquiring of chemical information of protein for the purposes of protein identification and characterization.

iii. Database utilization.

Expression proteomics, structural proteomics and functional proteomics are the known types of proteomics following protein mapping and characterization, protein-protein interactions and protein function. This method can be divided into three main areas including “protein micro” that can be described as characterization for large-scale identification of proteins with their post-translational modifications “differential display” proteomics for comparison of protein levels with potential application in a wide range of diseases; and studies of protein–protein interactions using techniques such as mass spectrometry or the yeast two-hybrid system. The importance of proteomics in all areas of biomedical and bioscience research should be highlighted as strong evident to understand roles of proteins inside the cell. Since it is a powerful set of tools for the large-scale study of gene function directly at the protein level, proteomics provide a clear assessment on many subjects and can give information on protein bio-markers, relation between protein structure and function after and before the interactions [i.e., functional proteomics]. Many different areas, such as protein-protein interaction studies, protein modifications, protein function, and protein localization studies can be classified under the sub-studies of proteomics to obtain a more global and integrated view of biology rather than focusing on one sample individually (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Evaluation fields of Proteomics.

Two different strategies have been used to study the proteome; one is the isolation of specific proteins and analysis of their structure and function by using biochemical and biophysical methods; another is...
performing large-scale systematic measurements of proteomes with the computational analysis of proteomic data sets. Both strategies can be performed by powerful mass-spectrometry-based methods which are mostly used for identification and quantification of proteins. It is also possible to identify and localize modified amino acids in peptides; to determine the composition, interaction and topology of sub-units of multi-protein complexes and even their structure by these methods. And present technology can supply the analysis of the complete protein inventory of biological systems, including cell-type-specific proteomes of mammalian organs.

The two main approaches to identify and characterize proteins by using mass-spectrometry methods are the "top-down" and "bottom-up" methodologies. At top-down proteomics, proteins are studied as intact by mass spectrometry. Top-down proteomics gives ability to characterize the actual combination of modifications for each proteoform. This approach has the advantage that all modifications on the same molecule can be measured together, enabling identification of the precise proteoform. Although this approach seems to be attractive, top-down mass spectrometry is experimentally and computationally challenging because it is difficult to analyze proteins in comparison with peptides and each protein may have multiple proteoforms that might or might not have same function. However, at bottom-up proteomics, proteins are turned into peptides by the enzymatic digestion. Bottom-up proteomics has been used widely because it is experimentally and computationally more tractable. In all of the techniques of bottom-up proteomics, proteins are extracted from the original source material and then digested into peptides by a sequence-specific protease such as trypsin. The peptides are separated by reverse-phase chromatography and then they are exposed to electrospray ionization. The peptide ions are then transferred to the vacuum of a mass spectrometer, where peptide ions are fragmented in the gas phase to generate MS/MS spectra that gives information used for identification and quantification of specific peptides. The resulting data are analyzed by computational pipelines and programs designed for mass-spectrometry. There are many bottom-up techniques which has different purposes, performance profiles and a range of utility. But three main techniques are mostly used: Discovery [or shotgun] proteomics aims to achieve unbiased and complete coverage of the proteome by the method called DDA [Data-Dependent Acquisition]; Targeted proteomics, aims the reproducible, sensitive and streamlined acquisition of a subset of known peptides of interest; and Multiplexed fragmentation of all peptides that are eluted from the high-performance liquid chromatography column by DIA [Data-Independent Acquisition] method, aims to generate comprehensive fragment-ion maps for a sample.

To carry out proteomics study for specific proteins, two-dimensional gel electrophoresis [2D-Gel] has been used and suggests separation method for mass spectrometry to provide analysis of complex protein samples. By this method, proteins within a biological sample are initially resolved by 2D-Gel [first dimension is separation by charge or isoelectric point [pI] and then second dimension obtains separation according to relative molecular mass to fully separate from each other with different physical properties, resulting in reduction of the complexity of protein spots. Individual resolved spots are then extracted from gel and analyzed by mass spectrometry [MS, MS/MS, MALDI-TOF, etc.]. However, there are many limitations for 2D-Gel; [i] only the most abundant proteins have chance to be identified; [ii] proteins which have extreme pI [<4 or >9] and molecular masses [<15 or >200kDa] cannot be resolved and complex samples are required multiple gels to be resolved; [iii] membrane proteins may not be represented because of poor solubility in sample buffer and the gel; [iv] modified proteins can be visualized as multiple spots; [v] quantification methods are not practical.

Multidimensional protein identification technology [MudPIT] as an example of shotgun proteomics, provides a solution to overcome many limitations of 2D-Gel system. MudPIT consists of studies on the resolving of proteins by high-pressure liquid chromatography [HPLC], the peptide analysis by tandem mass spectrometry [MS/MS] and database searching. In this method, a protein sample [either soluble proteins or membrane proteins] is first digested with proteases [trypsin is preferred to produce small peptide mixture]. Then peptides are separated using two different physical characteristics [hydrophobicity and charge] by columns and eluted from the column. They are ionized, isolated according to mass: charge ratio, and fragmented by mass spectrometry. The peptide fragmentation spectrum can be used to identify the protein. Identification realizes on both high- and low-abundance proteins with extremes in pI and molecular mass at low amounts of proteins as well, depending on a sequence database using available softwares.

Applications of proteomics

The aim of proteomics is not only to identify and characterize all expressed proteins in a cell but also to provide a complete atlas of the cell indicating where proteins are located, what functions they perform, which structures they have, how much amount they are existing, which other proteins they interact with and what is the overall phenotype at different time points or situations. Proteome is exceedingly dynamic and continuously variable field in response to cellular or environmental factors, influencing either synthesis or degradation of protein compared to the static genome. Studies on genes alone do not provide much information. Reflection on phenotypes of cells is monitored with focusing on proteins, not genes.

In proteomics area, not all organisms and not whole proteome of them have been able to be studied. Therefore the main studies have been performed on protein mining by using mass spectrometric analysis for a wide range of organisms by targeting specific proteins or whole proteome. The protein mining studies consist of protein identification, protein profiling and target identification. Meanwhile protein quantification studies are also performed by using mass spectrometry and other techniques such as protein microarrays to determine expression profiling of proteins that can also be used for biomarker detection or diagnosis for a disease. Moreover, development of optimal biomarkers for screening and early detection, characterization of the mechanism of disease progression, and predicting the risk of diseases are the positive advantages of ongoing proteomics research (Figure 1).

One of the most important applications of proteomics is the characterization of functions of the proteins -main role players- of the cell. After all functions of proteins are determined, we can understand the total life -screen play- of the cell. But the function and also structure of proteins are affected by static or dynamic post-translational protein modifications therefore modifications on proteins have importance in proteomics research. To elucidate mechanisms of disease, aging, and effects of the environment by studying on the genome is not sufficient. The logic way seems as also studying on proteins with possible modifications for characterization and then targets of drugs can be exactly identified. On the other hand proteins play role in huge interconnectivity creating a protein network, with other proteins in protein complexes, signaling or metabolic pathways.
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and enzymatic reactions. And the phenotype of the cell is based on actual result of performance of this protein network. In this point, proteomics tools initially help us to determine the interactions between proteins and biomolecules that influence biochemical and physicochemical characteristics of the cell (Figure 1).

These ambitious aims can be realized with the involvement of a large number of different disciplines such as transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics and bioinformatics. Even bioinformatics is alone powerful branch using computers to organize the immense amount of information generated from experiments. Inevitably, the advances in proteomics and bioinformatics tools have increased our understanding of the function and metabolic pathways of the molecules playing role in the cell.

**Bioinformatics part of proteomics**

The widespread usage of mass spectrometer machines not just in proteomics, but also in many other areas of the life sciences, has resulted in rapid developments in hardware, software, and data management. These developments have led to many newly developed instruments, analysis algorithms, softwares, data formats and databases. Therefore, biologists and computational biologists, has tried to manage mass spectrometry data, by using the most up-to-date methods available in order to maximize accurate protein identifications and minimize false identifications. In this manner, the pipeline for management of mass spectrometer data for identification, quantification and characterization of proteins becomes very important and the programs together with databases are needed to be chosen very well for the used mass spectrometer method and approach, and the purpose of the research.

**Proteomics tools**

Last generations of mass spectrometers can generate large number of MS2 spectra and these need to be used by search algorithms for peptide identification. Search algorithms aim to explain MS2 spectra generated a peptide sequence by searching against a database including list of peptide sequences which fit to experimental data. The protein databases includes information from translated genomic data, spectral libraries or mRNA databases. And also a final step is needed to assemble the identified peptides into proteins that can be challenging because of redundant peptides or isoforms of proteins. And there are several strategies to reduce the false discovery rate both at peptide identification and protein assembling level.

Peptide mass fingerprinting [PMF] is one of the methods of protein identification using mass spectrometry. This method uses the experimental spectrum consists of the masses of the digested protein fragments detected by the mass spectrometer and the theoretical spectra each generated from the list of masses expected from other types of search such as sequence homology; [iii] search parameters can be optimized. There are also some limitations of this tool: [i] It is based on certain assumption that the experimental data are independent measurements. And if the data are not independent, the absolute score becomes unreliable result. [ii] Most commonly seen problem is duplicate mass values depending on different reasons (Table 2 & 3).

**Mascot** is one of the most used PMF tool for peptide identification. Mascot integrates different types of searches such as searching sequence database by using mass spectrometer data; searching peptide molecular weights generated from a digestion of protein by an enzyme; and using tandem mass spectrometry [MS/MS] data. The scoring algorithm of Mascot is probability based with advantages: [i] a simple rule can be used to determine whether a result is significant or not [default p<0.05]; [ii] scores can be compared with the results from other types of search such as sequence homology; [iii] search parameters can be optimized.

**Table 1** A short list of popular PMF packages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PMF package</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mascot</td>
<td><a href="http://www.matrixscience.com/search_form_select.html">http://www.matrixscience.com/search_form_select.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-Fit</td>
<td><a href="http://prospector.ucsf.edu/prospector/cgi-bin/msform.cgi?form=msfistandard">http://prospector.ucsf.edu/prospector/cgi-bin/msform.cgi?form=msfistandard</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProFound</td>
<td><a href="http://prowl.rockefeller.edu/prowl-cgi/profound.exe">http://prowl.rockefeller.edu/prowl-cgi/profound.exe</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PeptIdent</td>
<td><a href="http://iop.vast.ac.vn/theor/conferences/smp/1st/kaminuma/ExPASy/peptident.html">http://iop.vast.ac.vn/theor/conferences/smp/1st/kaminuma/ExPASy/peptident.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** A short list of popular PFF packages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PFF package</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mascot</td>
<td><a href="http://www.matrixscience.com/search_form_select.html">http://www.matrixscience.com/search_form_select.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEQUEST</td>
<td><a href="http://proteomicsresource.washington.edu/protocols06/SEQUEST.php">http://proteomicsresource.washington.edu/protocols06/SEQUEST.php</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X!Tandem</td>
<td><a href="http://prowl.rockefeller.edu/tandem/thegpm_tandem.html">http://prowl.rockefeller.edu/tandem/thegpm_tandem.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3** Hierarchy of proteomics databases according to the data types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Proteomics databases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw Data</td>
<td>Chorus, Proteome Xchange, PRIDE, Mass IVE, PASSEL,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptide/Protein Identification</td>
<td>PRIDE, PASSEL, MaxQB, Human Proteome Map, Peptide Atlas,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or Quantification</td>
<td>ProteomicsDB, MOPED, Human Proteinpedia, GPMDB, PaxDb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein Knowledge-bases</td>
<td>neXtProt, UniProt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MS-Fit first groups the proteins of interest according to their initial [parent] mass weight and within each group, a series of groups are created according to the trypsin digested peptide masses. By calculating the probability of a random tryptic peptide match for the distribution of these tryptic peptide masses for a given parent mass, the size of the search database is reduced. This has the effect of lowering the threshold to determine an identified protein. MS-Fit runs over FASTA format databases. MS-Fit allows the user to pre-filter any likely contaminants from the spectrum, increasing the quality of the spectrum.20

Profound21 uses a Bayesian algorithm to identify proteins from databases using mass spectrometric peptide mapping data. The algorithm ranks the candidate proteins by using individual properties of each protein such as enzyme cleavage information, the knowledge that particular aminoacids are present [or absent] in the sample protein, and previous experiments on the sample protein.12 This program can identify the correct proteins even the data quality is low or the sample consists of mixture of proteins.24

PeptIdent calculates theoretical peptides of all proteins in the Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL database by digestion of them with the enzyme of choice and calculates theoretical masses of generated peptide fragments.25 PeptIdent matches the masses of peptides from experiment against all peptide masses in the index. Best matching proteins in database are ranked by the number of hits against experimental peptides. Unlike other PMF tools PeptIdent takes into account post-translational modifications and alternative splicing events annotated in database. PeptIdent also removes signal sequences and propeptides before computing pl and peptide masses for each mature forms.25

These tools can be comparable for similar results by using same reference dataset. By using matrix-assisted laser desorption–ionization time-of-flight [MALDI-TOF] mass spectrometry data, Mascot and Profound showed similar performance while MS-Fit shows low protein identification coverage. On the other hand, Profound performs better with different parameter settings such as taxonomy restriction, mass accuracy variation, variable modifications, and missed cleavages.26 And all together, each tool has advantages, disadvantages and limitations. Ms-Fit can be used for proteins with known parameters and as advantage pl and MW can be searched at the same time but it is hard to obtain accurate results with too many parameters.26 Profound can be used for simple mixtures of proteins and it is possible to use amino acid sequence information. Another advantage of Profound is that it enhances sensitivity and selectivity with other types of information such as proteolytic peptide distribution from experience. But it is impossible to use pl values for identification.26 Mascot is suitable to use with Profound and uses distribution system but it searches too wide range of MW.25 PeptIdent takes into account post-translational modifications and provides a likely protein identifications but PeptIdent does not use characteristic information of proteins and it is possible to identify annotated proteins.

Peptide fragment fingerprinting [PFF] approaches are the mainstream of high-throughput protein identification. Also in this method, at first proteins are digested with a protease and then selected for further fragmentation to generate PFF spectra. The set of these spectra and the parent mass of these fragmented peptides are used for database search. The scoring systems generally consist of two steps: [i] generating a score for each protein in the database and [ii] calculating confidence level for the top-ranking identified.20

Mascot22 and SEQUEST27 have been mostly used tools for protein identification by using PFF approach. Mascot is based on probabilistic algorithm and uses the parent masses of the peptides and their abundance for search. Mascot also includes new parameters such as selecting the mass spectrometer type and so the input data type.20 SEQUEST is a tandem mass spectrometry database search program based on a patented scoring algorithm and uses the data of mass spectrometer three times while selecting peptides which have similar parent ion mass from database; while performing “closeness-of-fit” filter to select the top 500 peptide candidates from first list of candidate peptides; and for correlation function to produce final scores.27 Scores of protein identifications coming from SEQUEST is needed to convert into probabilities by softwares such as PeptideProphet.28 Although SEQUEST is popular, its performance is slow and varies based on the size of the peptide database especially for the number of candidate peptides per spectrum. Efficient data analysis of experiments needs significant computational resources.29 UW SEQUEST is no longer being supported but there is open-source version of this tool named Comet.30 There are a few variants of SEQUEST now: the primary version is supplied as a part of a software package Proteome Discoverer by Thermo Fischer Scientific; there is a high throughput version called SEQUEST Sorcerer of Sage-N Research; the Yates Laboratory has a version of it; University of Washington proteomics community currently uses a version of the SEQUEST linking to Mike Hoopmann’s MS/Toolkit; and the core algorithms in SEQUEST have also been derived in the Crux program from the Noble Laboratory.31

X! TANDEM is an open-source program where uses expectation values for both experimental peptides and theoretical peptides, and derives scores for same expectation values. Taxonomy information can be added into the system and so faster searches than other PFF tools, can be performed. X! TANDEM can allow various protein point mutations during the search.32 Kapp et al.,33 compared the publicly available PFF packages by using a common dataset and found that SEQUEST showed best performance identifying significantly more proteins and more sensitivity. Mascot and X! Tandem to be better at distinguishing correct and incorrect peptide hits. Resing et al.,34 reported that Mascot and SEQUEST can validate less than half of the potentially identifiable MS/MS spectra showing similar results from a manually expert verified dataset. Chamrad et al.,35 reported that SEQUEST shows more obvious separation of correct identifications and random matches than Mascot, also SEQUEST identified more than twice the number of proteins compared to Mascot.

There are also other tools and they can be grouped as three main types: Sequence search tools such as Mascot,22 SEQUEST,7 X!Tandem,32 OMSSA,33 MyriMatch40 which matches acquired spectra from mass spectrometer with theoretical spectra generated from possible peptide sequences in a protein database; Spectral library search tools such as SpectraSt,37 X!Hunter,38 and Bibliospec,39 which matches acquired spectra with a library of previously observed and identified spectra; and de novo search tools such as PEAKS,40 PepNovo,41 and Lutefisk,42 which derives peptide identifications based on the MS/MS spectrum peak patterns alone, without reference sequences or previous spectra.42 Additionally, there are hybrid search tools such as InSpectra44 and PEAKS-DB45 which have combinations of de novo sequencing and database searching. Other search tools are specifically designed for the analysis of post-translationally modified peptides such as ModifComb46 or InsPectT.

Among the many tools used for peptide identification, choosing best tool for the experiment samples and datasets is not easy. The principles, algorithms and parameters of tools should be well known and the pipeline should be designed very well specifically for the used mass spectrometry method, output data and purpose of the experiment. It is hard to compare many tools with the experimental

data set of interest but the combining results of a few tools can avoid disadvantages of individual tools. Shteinberg et al.,48 showed that the results of a single search engine are improved by combining search engine results. They demonstrated that selecting the engines with the most complementary scoring functions is most beneficial. And also using as many search engines as possible with a combiner will increase the confidence of identified peptide spectrum matches, distinct peptide sequences, and proteins. It can also maximize the coverage of identified proteins which would be missed at searching by single engine.46

Proteomics databases

As the proteomics technologies- mainly MS based protein identification and quantification – have been developed through advances in methodologies, instrumentation, computational analysis tools and protein sequence databases. Therefore depending on the development of more powerful and sensitive methods, more protein can be identified and quantified. As a result of this improvement the output data has been increased day by day. According to the other data intensive fields such as genomics, original proteomics data storage has been less common in public resources since the proteomics data are more complex due to the wide variety of MS technologies, proteomics tools and pipelines. The complexity of proteomics data is caused by protein isoforms results of alternative splicing, post-translational modifications, protein degradation events, dynamic inter-connectivity of proteins. And new analytical and computational tools have been developed to solve this complexity and this complicates the data standardization and deposition. And also researchers have different interest and research projects on proteomics data.48 And one of the major challenges of global proteomic studies that we have faced with is the missing data, because many statistical approaches are not sufficient since they require complete datasets.49 However, the importance of the data standardization, storage and sharing publicly has been increased. For this purpose, many publicly available protein databases have been developed each with different purposes and formats, such as Global Proteome Machine Database [GPMDB],50 Peptide Atlas,51 and the PRIDE database,52 ProteomicsDB,53 MassIVE [Mass Spectrometry Interactive Virtual Environment], Chorus, MaxQB,54 PASSEL [PeptideAtlas SRM Experiment Library],55 MOPED [Model Organism Protein Expression Database],56 PaxDb,57 Human Proteinpedia,58 and the Human Proteome Map [HPM].59 Proteome Xchange [PX] consortium60 has been formed and PRIDE, Peptide Atlas, PASSEL, and MassIVE are the active members of this consortium.54

The PX consortium has been created for to generate collaboration and integration of research on MS proteomics repositories, proteomics researchers, and representatives from journals. Two major workflows -MS/MS and SRM methods- are fully supported in PX. PRIDE and Mass IVE acts as the initial submission point for MS/MS data, while PASSEL has the similar role for SRM data. Proteome Central has metadata associated with datasets [PRIDE and MassIVE for MS/MS data, PASSEL for SRM data, or Peptide Atlas for reprocessed original PX datasets].53 PRIDE52 has peptide/protein identifications including PTMs, expression values, the analyzed mass spectra, and the related metadata. PRIDE supports both complete and partial submissions and data are stored as originally analyzed by the researchers. PASSEL55 supports the submission of datasets generated by SRM methods and stores the experimental results and the corresponding raw data. The submitted raw data are automatically reprocessed in a uniform manner and the results are loaded into the database. Peptide Atlas51 has served as a data reprocessing resource and a research database for the development of spectral libraries and SRM-related tools. Peptide Atlas is one of the biggest and well-curated protein expression data resources.48

Proteomics DB53 is a human protein expression database storing protein and peptide identifications and quantification measurements. It contains information of over 18 000 human genes, representing around 90% of the human proteome. It contains more than 70 million spectra from human cancer cell lines, tissues, and body fluids.48 The HPM [Human Proteome Map]59 has been developed as an output of the human proteome. HPM aims to make possible to review, navigate and visualize the protein expression information related with gene families, protein complexes, signaling pathways and biomarkers. MS/MS data obtained from all different experiments were searched against the Human RefSeq database using SEQUEST and MASCOT. Protein and peptide identifications were converted into MySQL format. NCBI RefSeq annotations were used as additional information about the genes.59

UniprotKB61 is one of the most used databases as protein sequence and functional annotation provider. UniprotKB provides a broad range of protein sequence datasets for a large number of species, with high-quality sequence annotations and mappings to the genomics and proteomics information. UniprotKB use MS proteomics data of the other main public repositories to enrich protein sequence annotations at the level of the evidence.48 neXtProt® is a web-based protein knowledge platform to support research uniquely on human proteins. The set of manually curated annotations taken from UniprotKB/Swiss-Prot for human, which is quality-filtered and carefully selected high-throughput experiments from different scientific research areas for abundance, distribution, subcellular localization, interactions, and cellular functions. All the relevant proteomics MS-related information including such as post-translated modifications, has been integrated into neXtProt and is available via the web interface.58

There are many other protein databases with specialized purposes and data types such as protein database of NCBI, SwissProt, PIR [Protein Information Resource], PRF [PRF/SEQDB, Protein/Peptide Sequence Database] and PDB [Protein Data Bank]. For extra information the review of Kumari et al.,62 is suggested for detailed overview of huge collection of different types of databases along with bioinformatics tools used for protein structure, function prediction, conserved regions in protein families, 3D structure prediction of drug targets as well as new drug discovery and protein-protein interactions.

Conclusion

Proteomics, together with transcriptomics and metabolomics, is major branch within the “-omics” approaches and represents a powerful technique that allows taking of a “snapshot” of the entire repertoire of proteins present in a cell, tissue or organ at a given time under defined conditions. It is a relatively young science and both technical and computational improvement is still needed to “fill the gap” with other -omics techniques in terms of sensitivity and specificity. Also the researchers need more powerful, less cost effective and time consuming MS tools and also standardization of data, databases and pipelines to be able to handle different scientific problems. In this manner, more user friendly techniques and computational tools also should be generated to decrease the hard work and complexity of proteomics research in future. However, proteomics alone may not enough to solve proteome complexity of the living cell or organism. Other-omics techniques share the possibility of amplification of analytical targets and this peculiarity has pushed the progress of these sciences to frontiers that were unimaginable only a few years ago. We
believe that in future with together of all data provided from –omics techniques, whole biological information will be analyzed deeply and broadly and use of these techniques will open new horizons to understand of cases remained unclear in biological systems.
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